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  Good old-fashioned fish fry
Delicious fresh-caught fish was on the menu at Carewest Dr. Vernon Fanning after a group of residents 
went on an excursion to catch some fish. They enjoyed the fruits of their labours with a delicious fish fry, 
which included the fresh-caught fish, rice and roasted vegetables. Rob Bekkatla, foreground, and Dee 
Wood, background, get ready to dig in.           
Photo by Samara Sinclair
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Best of luck to two members 
of the Carewest family

(Above) Director, Human Resources, Facilities & Food Services, 
Blair Phillips, who worked for Carewest for 25 years, says farewell 

at a party hosted by staff at Carewest Administration. 

(Below) Also departing this September was Michela Smith, 
Director, Complex Continuing Care, who worked for Carewest  

for 10 years and made many contributions. 
Photos by Samara Sinclair

Carewest said goodbye to two memorable members of 
the Carewest family, Blair Phillips and Michela Smith. We 
all wish them the best of luck in their future endeavours!
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Picture This: 
Take part in Carewest's United Way campaign!

An investment in the United Way represents not only an 
opportunity to do good, but also a strengthening in what 
ties all of us together – our community.

Currently there are 140,000 Calgarians living in poverty, 
including one in eight children. With the current economic 
downturn, it's more important than ever to help out our 
fellow Calgarians.

The theme for this year’s United Way Campaign is Picture 
This.

Picture a city with no poverty, with strong, supportive 
communities and where kids have the opportunity to be 
all they can be.

Picture a great city for everyone – this is a vision that is 
everyone’s to share. 

For much of my life I’ve lived in Calgary and I can say that 
Calgarians are quick to help each other out – in both big 
and small ways.

The flood of 2013 is a perfect example. People from all 
corners of the city descended upon flood-ravaged areas, 
rolled up their sleeves, put on their boots and dug in to 
help clean up the mess left behind by the floods.

When I first became involved with the United Way, I was 
inspired after learning about how many areas benefited 
from the work done by this organization, and I’ve been 
very passionate about the United Way ever since.

Last year, the United Way of Calgary and Area funded 193 
programs at 110 agencies, 70 capacity-building and one-
time grants, and 70 collaboratives.

Dwight Nelson 
Carewest Chief Operating Officer The United Way gives individuals and families the 

opportunity to reach their potential and improve their 
quality of life. They believe that there are three essentials 
that will make Calgary a great city for everyone: 

• Children and youth have the chance to be all that they 
can be;

• Families and individuals can achieve financial stability 
so they can move from poverty to possibility;

• Communities are healthy and strengthened so that 
everyone has a better life.

From Nov. 5 – 26, Carewest will be rolling out its campaign 
to support the United Way of Calgary and Area. Thanks 
to the many years of Carewest employee generosity, we 
believe that together, we can achieve our best year yet.

Last year, the United Way recognized Carewest employees 
with a Spirits of Gold award, and the year before, a 
Spirits of Partnership award. These awards have helped 
us establish a reputation of being a strong community 
partner in the city of Calgary.

This year, our 21-day campaign will focus on increasing 
awareness of areas of need in the Calgary community, the 
role of the United Way in supporting those in need, and 
providing more information about how to get involved.

Pledge forms will be attached to Nov. 11 pay advices to 
encourage employees to help make Calgary the great city 
we all know it can be.

This year, all staff who pledge a donation will be entered 
into a contest for a grand prize draw.

Thank you in advance for your support of the United Way 
of Calgary and Area.

It’s a great way to do good and to feel good doing it!

It’s not just a donation. It’s an 
investment.

When you give to the United 
Way of Calgary and Area, you 
are joining thousands of other 
Calgarians who believe that there 
are opportunities to do good 
every day.
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Coleen Manning 
Manager, Clinical Standards 
& Nursing Practice

Accreditation update

Carewest Rehab Programs are participating in 
Accreditation 2016 for the Rehabilitation Standards. 

In anticipation, we will be distributing an Accreditation 
Update to help ensure you are aware of and implementing 
your Required Organizational Practices (ROPs).

Required Organizational Practice (ROP) to Improve Care:  
Confirming at least two person-specific identifiers

Goal: In partnership with clients and families, to eliminate harmful wrong-person incidents.

Why? Is your team 
compliant?

Take action

1. Are at least two approved 
person-specific identifiers 
used to confirm that 
clients receive the service 
or procedure intended for 
them?

2. Are you aware that a 
client’s room or bed 
number is not person-
specific and should not be 
used as an identifier?

3. Are you aware that client 
identification is done in 
partnership with clients 
and families by explaining 
the reason for this 
important safety practice 
and asking them for the 
identifiers if appropriate 
(e.g. What is your full 
name and date of birth)?

If you answered no to any 
of these questions, support 
for your team is available. 

Review CS-03-01-06 Client 
Identity Verification policy.

Contact: 

Jeanine Kimura, Director, 
Performance & Risk 
Management  
403-943-8141 

Coleen Manning, Manager, 
Clinical Standards & 
Nursing Practice  
403-686-8123

Using person-specific 
identifiers to confirm that 
clients receive the service 
or procedure intended for 
them can avoid harmful 
incidents such as privacy 
breaches, allergic reactions, 
medication errors and 
wrong-person procedures. 
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Samara Sinclair 
Manager, Communications

Carewest named one of   
Canada's Safest Employers

Accreditation update

Carewest is thrilled to have been recognized as one of the 
41 organizations in Canada worthy of the title of Canada’s 
Safest Employers for 2015. 

As the Silver Winner in the Health Care category – which 
includes organizations from across Canada – Carewest 
demonstrated its outstanding achievements in promoting 
workplace health and safety and fostering a strong culture 
of safety within its sites. 

The competition was hosted by Thomson Reuters – a 
news media organization that specializes in information 
dissemination around the world – through its Canadian 
Occupational Safety magazine. 

Amanda Silliker, Editor of the Canadian Occupational 
Safety Magazine, noted that Carewest was recognized for 
its exemplary and innovative model of safety management 
within the workplace.
 
“As a recipient of a Silver Award, Carewest has been 
recognized as an organization that sets an example by 
holding the safety and welfare of its employees in the 
highest importance,” she says.

“Carewest does extraordinary work to achieve and 
maintain safety culture excellence and leads the way 
in making a difference in the health and safety of its 
employees.”

Carewest was officially recognized both at an awards 
banquet in Toronto on Oct. 28 and in the October/
November edition of the Canadian Occupational Safety 
magazine as an organization with a robust health and 
safety management system that believes in maintaining 

a strong culture of safety 
with programs and policies 
designed for the needs of 
employees. 

Those being recognized as 
Canada’s Safest Employers 
are being celebrated 
for their systems that 
encourage employees to 
speak up about their safety 
and well-being at work, 
and for management teams 
that are fully and actively 
supportive of initiatives that promote and increase safety 
in their workplaces.

At Carewest, we believe in the importance of the health, 
safety and well-being of our most valuable assets, our 
employees. 

Everyone, including volunteers and contractors, is 
responsible for their own personal safety and the safety 
of their co-workers, in every job, at every level of the 
organization. 

Roxanne McKendry, Manager, Employee Health & Safety, 
says she is thrilled Carewest was recognized and credits 
Carewest staff in bringing the message of safety to life in 
the workplace.

“We know that working safely reduces injuries, which 
results in healthier, happier staff and that translates into 
safer care for our residents and clients,” says Roxanne.

“Thank you to everyone for helping to create one of 
Canada’s safest workplaces!”

T4 and Spending Account allocation time is just around 
the corner. Have you had an address change?

To ensure that you receive all mail from Carewest, please 
update your address with Human Resources.

Please complete an employee change form and fax it to 
403-943-8179. Forms are available on Careweb and from 
your unit clerk.

Has your 
address recently 

changed?
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Samara Sinclair 
Manager, Communications 
With files from Alberta Health Services

AUA project earns big award

Carewest Dr. Vernon Fanning was the backdrop  
of an awards ceremony that marked a province-
wide reduction of the use of antipsychotic drugs for 
residents with dementia in long-term care.

The Appropriate Use of Antipsychotics (AUA) in  
Long-Term Care Project team earned the Alberta 
Health Services (AHS) 2014 President’s Excellence 
Award for Outstanding Achievement in Quality 
Improvement, and the members came to the  
Fanning to accept their award from AHS President  
and CEO Vickie Kaminski.

The project was first implemented at 11 long-term 
care sites in Alberta – three of which were Carewest 
sites – and early results show the majority of 
residents were able to avoid using antipsychotic drugs.

Mollie Cole, Manager, Seniors Health Strategic Clinical 
Network, says Carewest was an early adopter of this 
project and continues to have great results.

“We used the Fanning site for our Calgary AUA workshops 
last year, which included three Carewest sites – Carewest 
George Boyack, Carewest Signal Pointe and Carewest 
Garrison Green,” says Mollie, adding she used to work for 
Carewest and enjoys visiting whenever she can.

“This AUA work was successful in part because of the 
great experiences and learning I had at Carewest. All three 
sites had really good success with the project.”

The project included a guide and online toolkit of 
resources to help long-term care staff and physicians work 
with families to investigate and try innovative approaches 
that reduce agitation and anxiety, instead of using 
antipsychotic drugs.

Some drugs prescribed to treat behavioural challenges 
for elderly people can have serious side effects, including 
increased risk of falls, strokes, confusion, loss of 
independence and over-sedation.

A recent Canadian Institute for Health Information 
(CIHI) report confirmed that Alberta has the lowest rate 
in Canada of antipsychotic drug use in long-term care 
residents.

“Coleen Manning, Carewest Manager, Clinical Standards 
and Nursing Practice, was our key contact at Carewest for 
the AUA project. Coleen and I worked together for many 
years at Carewest,” says Mollie.

“She is very supportive of the AUA work, and is to be 
commended for her contribution to the success of the 
Carewest teams.”

Coleen echoed Mollie’s sentiments. “The three Carewest 
teams who attended the AUA workshops were impressed 
by the collaborative approach of the AUA team in sharing 
resources, approaches and success stories,” she says.

"By using an interdisciplinary team approach to 
antipscyhotic medication review and submitting a 
monthly spreadheet, each team tracked their success with 
appropriate antipsychotic use and overall reduction."

The Appropriate Use of Antipsychotics in Long-Term Care 
Project team earned the Alberta Health Services (AHS) 2014 
President’s Excellence Award for Outstanding Achievement 

in Quality Improvement at Carewest Dr. Vernon Fanning. The 
award was presented by AHS President and CEO Vickie Kaminski 
for the work done in reducing the use of antipsychotic drugs for 

residents with dementia in long-term care. 
Photo courtesy Alberta Health Services
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Verdeen Bueckert 
AUA Project and Seniors Health SCN 

AUA project earns big award Secrets to the success 
of the AUA project

Mother Theresa said, “Intense love does not measure, it 
just gives.”

The Appropriate Use of Antipsychotics (AUA) project 
has exceeded all expectations, because it’s fueled by 
something stronger than clinical evidence, the AUA 
Guidelines, Continuing Care Standards and Health Canada 
warnings. It’s the product of passion and compassion.

Charlie is a perfect example. His care was once fueled by 
fear—his own fear and confusion, and the fears of staff at 
risk from his aggression.

When admitted to Carewest George Boyack, he was barely 
conscious and on multiple sedatives. 

Now Charlie is on an appropriate, low dose of an 
antipsychotic. When he calls out, RN Janeth sings, “Charlie, 
Charlie.” He quiets, knowing who he is and that he’s safe. 

His eyes light up when daughter Violet enters the room, or 
when Mary, his wife, is wheeled in for a visit.

Recently, the AUA project was highlighted in Ontario-based 
Healthy Debate (healthydebate.ca). When CIHI facility level 
results went live, Alberta’s low anti-psychotic use drew 
attention. 

We are excited for the publicity and the impressive data 
because the inspiration is spreading! It means more stories 
like Charlie’s will be lived out across Canada every day. 

Charlie, Violet and Mary enjoy a morning visit at Carewest 
George Boyack. Photo by The Edge Communications Inc.

Positive Talk
Communicating in a positive manner with staff, residents, 
clients and families is something we strive for at Carewest.

We created the Positive Talk series of booklets to help. 
If you’d like copies of the Positive Talk booklets, contact 

Carewest Communications at 403-943-8158 or email  
samara.sinclair@albertahealthservices.ca.

Helpful Approaches

Fire drills and other 
emergency codes are an 
important part of ensuring 
everyone’s safety. Knowing 
the emergency codes and 
following the procedures 
during drills or emergency 
events is something 
everyone should take 
seriously.

“Let’s make the right 
decision and REACT. Follow 
me!”

Focus On

• Being alert to 
emergency calls 
or alarms.

• Being familiar with 
the codes and 
leading the way in 
an emergency.

• Taking 
responsibility for 
your own safety 
and that of your 
residents and 
clients.

Scenario
It’s break time and Sonia, Brianna and Logan are 

enjoying lunch in the staff room. Suddenly the fire 
alarm goes off.
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Samara Sinclair 
Manager, Communications

Carewest Leadership  
Development

Why you do what you do. A purpose or belief. The organization’s vision. 

An organization’s vision is a broad statement of core purpose of ideology or compelling aspiration that is so fundamental 
to an organization that it is enduring and seldom changes. It represents a shared sense of destiny and should motivate 
everyone in the organization by helping them see the overall importance of what they do every day.

Our vision: Carewest – leading the way in innovative health care

What the organization does. The organization’s mission.

An organization’s mission statement should be an inspiring statement of what the organization does, as well as its 
responsibilities as an organization. It should also set the stage for long-term development, growth of the organization 
and eventually how the organization wants to be remembered. It’s very closely linked with the vision and should 
touch on what we do, what we stand for and what the customer values. 

Our Mission: We provide specialized assessment, care and support in appropriate environments for adults  
who require:
• Residential care services for complex health needs
• Rehabilitation services to enable return to the community
• Programs to enable community living

 
THE WHY

 
THE WHAT

 
THE HOW

How an organization does The What. The organization’s core values and philosophies. 

The How represents an organization’s guiding principles or values that are not to be confused with specific operating 
practices and not to be compromised for financial gain or expediency. These values are usually deeply held and will 
seldom, if ever, be compromised or changed.

Carewest’s principles and values:
• “Whole person” approach to care
• Client choice and independence
• Team-based service delivery
• Ongoing quality improvement
• Client, staff, volunteer and visitor safety

Why are vision, mission and values important?
They are the blueprint for wellbeing and performance as well as effective leadership of an organization. They 
communicate our direction and provide an anchor in the face of change. They help make day-to-day decisions and keep 
everyone focused on the same things – things that matter most. They remind us why we come to work every day. 

• Continuous learning
• Healthy, productive and collaborative work 

environment
• Family and community partnerships
• Optimum use of resources
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Seven-day and 30-day RAI MDS 2.0 tracking tools have 
been modified with a focus on simplifying and aligning 
with the Alberta Health Services tracking tools.

You may notice a new look with the removal of colour 
and photos, which not only cuts down on printing costs, 
but simplifies the form for users.

The main change in the forms that people may notice is 
that the 30-day tracking tool (now called the Mood and 
Behaviour Tracking Tool) is now only 23 days. 

The Mood and Behaviour Tracking Tool will cover the 
first 23 days of the observation period, and the seven-
day tracking tool will cover the last seven days.

Prior to that, staff had to complete the last seven days 
of the observation period on two forms.

Other changes include:

• Some confusing questions were removed;
• Shorter form overall;
• Many questions can now been answered with a 

check mark (with the exception of section G);
• Added the mood and behaviour questions to the 

7-day Tracking Tool, thus there is only one form 
to complete for new admissions and significant 
changes;

• The Mood and Behaviour Tracking Tool replaces 
the 30-day tracking tool and only needs to be 
completed on annual and quarterly assessments; 

• Additional room to make comments on both 
tracking tools.

Melinda Podolsky, Manager, RAI and Clinical 
Informatics, says that although change isn’t always 
easy, the new designs have been well-received, and her 
door is always open if staff have questions about the 
new tools.

“Staff comments have been very positive towards the 
new tracking tool. They find it easier to understand, 
appreciate the shorter form, prefer the check boxes 
and like having only one tracking tool to complete for 
admissions and significant changes,” she says.

“We appreciate staff coming forward with any new 
ideas or suggestions for the form. It is a work in 
progress and can always be improved.”

MDS update Flexible Spending 
account allocations

Samara Sinclair 
Manager, Communications

Ruth Zwolinski 
Manager, Compensation & Benefits

Please note that the allocation period for your 2016 
Flexible Spending account is approaching.

• Forms are mailed to your home address
• If forms are not returned by the deadlines indicated, 

all credits will default to the Health account  
option #1

Management/Professional

• Forms will be mailed on Nov. 4, 2015
• They MUST be returned to Human Resources by  

Nov. 26, 2015

 
Non-union General Support Services

• Forms will be mailed on Nov. 4, 2015  
• MUST be returned to Human Resources by  

Nov. 26, 2015

 
Non-union LPNs and HCAs

• Forms will be mailed on Nov. 4, 2015
• They MUST be returned to Human Resources by  

Nov. 26, 2015 

AUPE, CUPE General Support Services

• Forms will be mailed on Nov. 26, 2015
• They MUST be returned to Human Resources by  

Dec. 14, 2015

 
For AUPE LPNs and Nursing Attendants

• Forms will be mailed on Nov. 26, 2015
• They MUST be returned to Human Resources by  

Dec. 14, 2015

NOTE:  There is no change to the HSAA group and forms 
do not go out until March.
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Client Profile
Frank Cortes
Carewest C3 Beddington

Samara Sinclair 
Manager, Communications

Continued on Page 11

“ “The people, all 
the staff, they 

are all the same: 
awesome.

"It's amazing," says Carewest C3 Beddington client Frank 
Cortes as he stands up from his chair without any form of 
assistance.
  
"A few months ago, I couldn't do that."

When Frank entered the Comprehensive Community Care 
(C3) program, he was carrying 315 pounds on his small 
frame, taking insulin 4-5 times a day and was unable to 
keep up with his grandchildren.  

At the time of this interview, Frank weighed in at 221 lbs. 
and has his sights set on breaking the 200-lb. mark.

"I'm 100 per cent better than I was. When I make it below 
200, it will be the first time in years. Being a truck driver 
and having bad eating habits were big contributors to my 
weight," he says.

"My eating habits have changed quite a bit since I started 
at C3. I cut back on a lot of foods that were bad for me, 
like bread and sweets. I eat more veggies and fruits. Years 
ago, I used to eat potatoes twice a day but I hardly eat 
them any more. I just made up my mind that I was going 
to die if I didn't do something."

Frank entered the trucking industry while living and raising 
a family in New Brunswick in the late 60s and early 70s. 

In 1979, he and his wife made the decision to move their 
family to Fort McMurray to pursue a better life. 

Even though it was intended to be a temporary move, the 
benefits of Fort McMurray outweighed moving back east, 
so they decided to make it their permanent home.

After many years of driving trucks and eventually driving 
buses, Frank decided to venture out on his own and 
started a trucking company. 

Before he knew it, he was the proud owner of seven dump 
trucks.

He ran his business in Fort McMurray until 2013, when 
health and family dynamics prompted the couple to move 
to Calgary.  

They had purchased their Calgary home in 2008 and 
commuted for five years, keeping a home in both cities.  

Due to the stress of commuting, running a large company 
and Frank's quickly deteriorating health, they made the 
decision to sell their Fort McMurray home last fall and 
settle in Calgary permanently. 

His wife took over his at-home care, as he was unable to 
even make himself a cup of coffee; he couldn't stand long 
enough. 

When he needed assistance to bathe, dress and move 
about their home, mobile home care was called in to help.

Photo by Samara Sinclair
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Client Profile: Frank Cortes 
Continued from Page 10

"It became too hard and too stressful. I was scared every 
day. I was very sick last fall. I had really bad diabetes and a 
lot of other problems, too," says Frank.

Frank was diagnosed with diabetes, chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease, kidney failure, congestive heart 
failure, gout, sleep apnea, low iron and low hemoglobin. 

His potassium was also high and he was on strong 
painkillers due to a shoulder injury from the mid-nineties. 

He was on 23 different medications to try to control 
his health issues, yet there was very little hope of 
reversing the illnesses. Doctors were constantly tweaking 
medications just to control the symptoms.

Every couple of weeks, Frank was taken to emergency and 
ultimately admitted to the hospital, where he spent many 
weeks in 2014 and early 2015.  Each time, it took a team 
of specialists including respiratory, cardiologists, kidney 
specialists and dietitians to help him get well enough to go 
home. 

His daughter took him to his many appointments by 
wheelchair, as he was on full-time oxygen and could not 
walk more than a few steps without stopping to catch his 
breath. 

He had as many as eight blood transfusions from July 2014 
to February 2015.  
 

Frank was finally referred to the Chronic Care Clinic at the 
Peter Lougheed, and was then referred to Carewest C3 
Beddington.

Since being at C3, Frank has been involved with doctors, 
dietitians and physical therapists. 

Drastic dietary changes and the care he has received at 
C3 have contributed to Frank losing almost 100 lbs. His 
medications have been reduced or eliminated and he is 
able to breathe on his own. 
 
He no longer has diabetes and doesn’t require wheelchair 
assistance. 

Frank is quick to give credit to his belief in Jesus for his 
miraculous healing over the past nine months. 

Today, Frank enjoys helping others in the C3 program, 
whether it's with opening a package of crackers or using 
the equipment in the gym.  

He is loyal to his diet and exercise and is now able to keep 
up with his family.

"Without this program, I would probably be gone by now. 
This program has brought me a long way – not only the 
exercise, but the people," says Frank. 

"I had just mentioned to my daughter about coming here 
– the people, all the staff, they are all the same: awesome. 
They give me great encouragement." 

Congratulations to Cohort 5 – the fifth and final 
group of Carewest leaders to graduate from the 
Leadership Development program. 

The seven-month certificate program, offered 
in partnership between Carewest, Conestoga 
College and the Schlegel-UWaterloo National 
Research Institute for Aging, is offered to 125 
Carewest staff, with all tuition being paid for by 
Carewest. 

Over the last seven months, these staff 
spent 120 hours learning about Carewest’s 
philosophical foundations, different approaches 
to leadership, skills and techniques to manage 
people and leadership in quality improvement. 

From left to right are (back) Robb Allen, Beverley Forbes, Seth Roach, Daniel 
Holden, Michele Gammon, Kelly Clavette, Maxine Gibson, Natale Oliverio, 

(front) Margaret Usherwood, Tanya Paquette, Carly Bauer, Christine Parker-
Ross, Hardik Desai, Jonalyn Ancheta, Rachel Agustin, Grace Fontanilla. 

Missing are Karen Gayman, Holly Meikle, Saima Khan, Marian Mackenzie, 
Patrice Maldiney, Alana O’Malley, Elizabeth Reimer, Jennilyn Seneca 

and Michela Smith. Photo by Samara Sinclair

Final Leadership cohort
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Employee Profile  
Charmaine McDonald
Carewest Glenmore Park 

Photo by Samara Sinclair

Clients coming into the Day Hospital at Carewest 
Glenmore Park for the first time are met with the smiling 
face of secretary Charmaine McDonald, whose friendly 
demeanour and interaction helps clients overcome any 
anxiety or nervousness they experience when coming into 
the program.

“A lot of times, the clients are scared for their first initial 
visit. They aren’t sure what they are coming to. I greet 
them and give them their name tags and pedometres, so I 
do get a little interaction,” says Charmaine.

“They often come to my desk to ask questions and tell me 
about their lives.”

While helping is one of the more rewarding things about 
Charmaine’s position at Carewest, she also loves watching 
the improvement in the physical and emotional wellbeing 
of the clients.

“When it comes time for their discharge, they don’t want 
to leave. They love it here. They love the staff and you can 
see the difference in them through all the programs we 
have here, from the physio to the socialization,” she says.

Born and raised in Port of Spain, Trinidad, Charmaine 
moved to Canada with her family when she was 11 years 
old. They landed in Winnipeg where her mom’s brothers 
and their family had already settled. She recalls what it 
was like to see snow for the first time.

“We loved it. We came in September and we couldn’t 
wait for snow. As kids, we built forts and just had a ball. 
Winnipeg is pretty cold and gets a lot of snow, but we had 
a lot of fun,” says Charmaine. 

“The heat and dust affects me, so the cold was much 
better. I still don’t like the heat – I prefer it cool.”

Growing up, Charmaine wanted to be a kindergarten 
teacher, but all that changed in middle school when she 
sat down in front of a typewriter and learned how to type.

She fell in love and decided she wanted to work in an 
office environment – especially in the interesting and fast-
paced field of medicine.

After graduating from high school, she enrolled at Red 
River Community College and earned her certificate in 
stenography, but found it too boring. 

She then enrolled at Success Business College and took 
the medical secretary course, but felt it was not enough 
and wanted to further her studies.

She decided to go back to Red River Community College, 
and completed the health record technician program, but 
it didn’t fit Charmaine’s vision of what she wanted to do.

Samara Sinclair 
Manager, Communications

Continued on Page 13

“ “ The Day Hospital staff are 
very friendly, caring and 
helpful. That's why I'm  

still here. I love it.
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Employee Profile  
Charmaine McDonald
Carewest Glenmore Park 

“I thought I would enjoy health records but I didn’t,” she 
says.

“When I graduated from college, I started working at 
Health Sciences Centre in Winnipeg, doing health records. 
I didn’t like it. Then I got a job at St. Boniface General 
Hospital as a medical secretary. I stayed there for 20 years.”

During the two decades Charmaine spent at St. Boniface 
General, she met her future husband at church and 
married him. They now have two children – a boy and a 
girl.

Charmaine made the decision to support her husband in 
his desire to take a therapy assistant course in Minnesota. 
After her husband graduated, he was offered a job in 
Florida, so she quit her job and the family moved. They 
lived there for about six months before deciding Florida 
wasn’t really for them and then moved to North Carolina.

“Florida, for me, was like a tourist place; not a place I’d 
want to live. It’s very expensive. North Carolina was more 
like home. It was more family-oriented,” says Charmaine.

“But my husband was only allowed to work there for a 
year. We tried to stay but it didn’t work out.”

Employee Profile: Charmaine McDonald 
Continued from Page 12

In 2008, they came to Calgary and both Charmaine and 
her husband were hired at Carewest Glenmore Park – he 
as a therapy assistant and she as secretary in the Day 
Hospital.

“The Day Hospital staff are very friendly, caring and 
helpful. That’s why I’m still here. I love it,” she says.

As secretary, Charmaine admits all the new clients, inputs 
their information into GoldCare and Filemaker, and 
assembles their charts. 

She sets up transportation through Access Calgary, 
keeps track of the staff’s flow sheets for payroll, answers 
calls from people inquiring about the programs and, of 
course, performs her favourite task: transcription.

When Charmaine is not working, you will find her taking 
walks with her husband, playing the piano or helping 
teach children at her church – combining her love for 
teaching and children.

Charmaine recently received some exciting news – her 
29-year-old son and daughter-in-law presented her 
with a plaque that said, “When a baby is born, so is a 
grandmother”.

“I was so excited. I hugged them both,” she says.

Letter for Carewest Glenmore Park

To all the staff, nurses, rehab therapists and doctors at 
the Carewest Glenmore Park, thank you so much for the 
wonderful care you have given me.

You all made me laugh, helped when I could not help 
myself and became friends of mine.

Thank you for loving your job and caring for me the way 
you all did.

It showed that you really cared about me, my rehab and 
making sure I get home as soon as possible.

Thank you from the bottom of my heart. You will not be 
forgotten.
 
 

Fatima Nanji and Family,  
Client, Carewest Glenmore Park, 1 East

Inlcuded with the letter of thanks was this poem

You’re one of those people

Who just has that touch

Of doing nice things,

And that means so much…

So thank you for sharing

This kindness with me –

And making my day

As bright as can be!
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  What’s happening in   and around Carewest 

Global Corporate Challenge celebration events
Staff from all around Carewest celebrate the finale of the Global Corporate Challenge (GCC), in which 413 Carewest 

employees participated. (Left) The Belcher Beauty Queens proudly show off their new certificates at the GCC Wrap-Up 
Event. (Right) Carewest Signal Pointe entered four teams and all finished in the top seven at Carewest, and two team 

members also won spirit awards. More importantly, many Carewest staff adopted new habits and met their  
personal goals. Photos by Samara Sinclair

Global Corporate Challenge 
certificate stuffing

Staff at Carewest Administration team up to stuff about 
400 certificate holders with Global Corporate Challenge 
certificates for participants before the celebration event  

at Carewest Dr. Vernon Fanning on Sept. 21.  
Thank you for the team effort!  

Photo by Samara Sinclair

Staff share their culture at 
multi-cultural fair

On July 23, Carewest held a multi-cultural fair where staff 
did a presentation on their culture for the residents and 

their families. Pictured here is Therapy Aide Nate Gibson, 
who is serving Hungarian pancakes to resident 

      Marie Larue. Photo courtesy Tasha Olson
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  What’s happening in   and around Carewest 

'Vocal Chords' surprise RCTP client
The choir "Vocal Chords" from Big Hill Lodge in Cochrane surprised everyone at the Regional Community Transition 

Program (RCTP) at 2 West Carewest Dr. Vernon Fanning with an afternoon of music and laughter. They also surprised 
fellow choir member Bunty, who is a resident at the lodge, but has been on RCTP for approximately a month now. The 

activity coordinator at the lodge called Carewest to say how much they missed Bunty and asked if their choir could 
surprise Bunty and sing for the unit. The offer was accepted and the plan was made! Under the direction of Sandra and 

pianist Kim, the choir shared songs and laughter for 90 wonderful minutes. Photo courtesy Shelley Rutledge

Sharing falls knowledge
C3 Beddington Physical Therapist Melissa Johnson, left, 

and Therapy Assistant Ann Cho presented two inservices 
to clients and staff about falls. They went over fall risks, 

factors that can contribute to falls and interventions that 
can be helpful to reduce risks. Photo courtesy Jennie Hollings

Poppy blanket donation
Hand-made blankets featuring a poppy flower travelled 

from Windsor, Ont. to Calgary and were presented to the 
veterans at Carewest Colonel Belcher by Penny Coughlin, 

right and Carol Boroski, left. Resident Hank Bullis helps 
display a blanket in this photo, which measures  

54” x 36”. Photo courtesy Tasha Olson
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Rec therapist ready 
to travel the world
Vicki Davis 
Recreation Therapist

On Nov. 1, 1982, I started my first day of 
employment at the Calgary Auxiliary Hospital 
and Nursing Home District No. 7 as a Recreation 
Therapist. At that time, my plan was to work at 
Carewest Glenmore Park for two years and then 
travel the world.  

Well, here I am, 33 years later, or 8,590 days, 
giving my final notice with a new set of plans to 
'travel the world'.  

I have dedicated half of my life to Carewest 
and, in return, it has been the time of my life. 
Every day has been filled with great memories 
and amazing adventures shared with clients, 
residents, volunteers, families and co-workers.  

I’d be remiss if I did not to reflect on some of 
our past unforgettable and cherished moments.  

They include Glenmore Gophers at the CommonHealth 
Games, pub nights, Remembrance Day services, Fully 
Alive courses, Stampede events, drama productions, 
community outings, train rides at Bowness Park, 
ceramics, baking, hydrotherapy, photography, art classes, 
gardening with Elizabeth, and so much more. 

I’m excited for new opportunities and will savour my 
time going to the gym, becoming a professional contest 
winner and a treasure hunter with my metal detector.  

In addition, I will be playing Bridge, learning more than 
one song on the accordion and hopefully learning how to 
cook.      

It is with mixed emotions that I say farewell to each and 
every one of you, as I have enjoyed working with you all 
immensely. 

I am proud of the significant contributions I have made 
to Carewest throughout my career, and in return I 
appreciate the advice and knowledge you all have shared 
and given me. 

Thank you Carewest. Being a part of such a caring team 
that has taught me so much about dedication, loyalty 
and enthusiasm has been a fantastic experience.  
Take care!

(Above) Vicki 
Davis positions 
herself to take one 
of her beautiful 
photographs that 
capture life at 
Carewest, many 
of which have 
been featured in 
Carewrite. In this 
shot, she aims her 
camera lens at the 
nest of baby birds 
nestled safely in 
the rafters. Photo by 
Samara Sinclair

(Right) As a 
recreation therapist, 
Vicki participated in 
and organized a lot 
of great activities, 
including this 
one with singer 
Gordie West during 
Stampede. Photo 
courtesy Vicki Davis

“

“

I have dedicated half of my 
life to Carewest and, 
in return, it has been 
 the time of my life. 
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Rec therapist ready 
to travel the world

When Olivia McIvor, bestselling author of The Business of Kindness, surprised a roomful of 
Carewest staff and management during a Management and Leadership Session at Carewest 
Colonel Belcher, she made it clear that kindness must be part of everyday mindset and practice.

She said employees in a workplace must hear about it consistently to enable them to practice 
it on the job. This can be done via newsletters, e-mails, and observing it being practiced by managers and supervisors. 
With that in mind, Olivia has allowed an excerpt from her literature to be included in Carewrite every month, from 
now on.

Bring your heart to work

Keeping ourselves in check isn’t always easy, but it's always rewarding. Our commitment to creating a kinder workplace 
starts with oneself by building our self-esteem through the effective use of internal dialogue first. Individuals who 
are confident don’t feel the need to degrade others with negative language. They create an atmosphere that is both 
supportive and encouraging.

• What words do you tend to use most often in your work day?
• Do you tend to use powerful words when faced with a frustrating circumstance or do you revert to powerless words?

Powerless Words
I can’t

I should have
It’s not my fault
It’s a problem

I’m never satisfied
Work is a struggle

I hope
If only I

I don’t know what to do
It’s terrible

It’s not my job
I have to

Powerful Words
I don’t because 

I could have
I’m responsible

It’s an opportunity
I want to learn and grow

Work is an adventure
I know

Next time I choose to
I know I can handle it

It’s a learning experience
I’ll do it

I choose to

Now that you understand the difference between powerful and powerless words, take a look at your own daily language 
and set a goal to adjust it. Try practicing for the next few weeks to keep your language in check and see how different 
and empowered you feel.
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25 Years
Kathryn Livingstone
Margaret Maud Hay
Heather Elaine Cano

15 Years
Marie Darlina Dulce

Marina Biever
Leticia Salazar Miguel

Angelica Deang
Noor Jamal

Dolores Logue
Lidia Alexandru

5 Years
Ruth Lewoll Ewe
Carole Wakelin

Tigist Wolde
Wudu Wondayen
Ma Lilibeth Diaz

Guerdia Germain
Vanessa Nelson

Jagdish Gill
Maricel Epie

Grace Fontanilla
Jisha Kurian
Maty Ibasco

Leticia Jumarang 
Haregeweyen Kassa 
Meagan MacGregor 

Leticia Lamin
Amanda Catherine Corriveau

Faith Antona
Tessa Mejia

Candice Dawn Piechotta 
Alma Miguel Tindaan 

Virgilio Tagpis
John Samuel

35 Years 30 Years

         
October’s  Service Award winners have provided kind and compassionate care and  

service to Carewest residents and clients for 5, 10, 15, 20 and even 35 years.  
Thank you for your service, commitment and dedication!  

10 Years
Lucia Miranda Paccalagan

Doris von Tettenborn
Balbir Bobbie Manak
Evangeline Lomboy

Wimple Jureen Culchesky
Shirrel Nicole Sullivan

Afolashade Akinsehinde
Genevieve Osuji

Deborah Lynne McCready
Kevin Feng

Service Awards
Congratulations!

Coffee Break 
Samara Sinclair, Manager, Communications

Sources: www.armoredpenguin.com & www.sudokuessentials.com

Karen Danyluk
Marlene Collins

Trena Suarez
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Coffee Break 
Samara Sinclair, Manager, Communications

Sources: www.armoredpenguin.com & www.sudokuessentials.com

Word Search 
Careweb

Sudoku
Level: Easy

How to play Sudoku
Fill in the game board so that every row and column of 

numbers contains all digits 1 through 9 in any order.  
Every 3 x 3 square of the puzzle must include 

all digits 1 through 9. 

animation improved policies
benefits information reference
careweb internal search

communications intranet staff
connected navigate surf
directories new website

This year’s focus will be on how to calmly respond to a fall and care for a 
client after they have fallen. Drop-in education will include:

• What to do when you find a client on the floor
• What to assess
• How to get the client up 
• What to document
• How to fill out the Unusual Occurrence Report
• How to investigate a fall (using BEEEACH)
• When and how to re-do the Falls Risk Screen

Watch for dates at your site during the month of November!

Falls Awareness Days coming soon

 KEEP
CALM 

AND
CARE

ON
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Carewest staff donate more than 535 lbs. in pilot project  
for Cerebral Palsy Association

The hearts of staff at Carewest Glenmore Park and 
Carewest Garrison Green must be full after generating 
535 lbs. of clothing for the Cerebral Palsy Association in 
Alberta (CPAA).

Carewest has partnered with CPAA to put clothing 
donation bins at our sites – a pilot project we launched 
in June.

Ian Traquair, Community Partnership Coordinator with 
the CPAA, says they are extremely pleased with the 
results after the first three months.

“The staff at Carewest Glenmore Park and Carewest 
Garrison Green have fully bought into the idea of 

bringing their new or gently used clothing to work and 
donating them to the CPAA,” he says. “The numbers 
are fantastic, more that we could ever have expected.”

The bins generate about $1,200, which will be used 
for CPAA programs and services. The CPAA collected 
almost 180 lbs. from Glenmore and a whopping 357 
from Garrison Green.

"By donating in these bins, you are helping Carewest 
demonstrate its involvement and commitment to the 
community by providing staff a convenient opportunity 
to support individuals affected by cerebral palsy,” says 
Ian. “Thank you!”

“When you meet a man, you judge him by his clothes;  
when you leave, you judge him by his heart.”   

Russian Proverb

Please note: This initiative is for Carewest staff only. Thank you!


